**STUDENTS DENYED THE USE OF TABLES TO PETITION**

By LINDA ZUECH

A group of students who wanted to set up tables to petition for support of Roger Acton, Assistant Professor of the English Department, to become the next chancellor of the City University of New York were refused by the Office of Campus Planning and Facilities.

Cheryl Nelson, who is spearheading the effort to petition for Sanford, said, "We requested to have two tables through Ron Williams and we were denied." According to John Richards, the president of the Day Session Student Government, the reason Mikulsky gave for refusing the request was that the group was not affiliated with the college.

Nelson said, "There are many students in the Baruch community who support this effort." According to Dr. Marilyn Mikulsky, director of Campus Planning and Facilities, "Actually, it wasn’t a formal group that requested permission to have the tables. It has to be a club that makes the request and it has to pertain to the activities of that club. If we didn’t have this procedure any small group could come in, ask for tables and demonstrate."

**STUDENT GOVERNMENT FACES FUNDING PROBLEMS**

By CHRISTOPHER A. WARD

DSSG PROPOSES FEE INCREASE OF $13.65

The Day Session Student Government has proposed a $13.65 fee increase to the existing student fee of $36.55. DSSG President John Richards said, "The fee increase is justified on a number of levels. First of all, we haven’t had an increase since 1983, so we are essentially working with 1983 student fee allocations, and as we all know, prices are rising. Secondly, we need the increase in order to continue to have more active government." During the Spring 1987 semester, a nine dollar increase was voted down in a general student election. Less then five percent (569 students) turned out to vote. Richards stated, "There just wasn’t enough time and effort put into campaigning for it. In order for an increase to pass, the voter turnout must be substantial. We are looking for somewhere between 17 and 20 percent, he said, "which boils down to, at top, 1600 students. Director of Student Services, Carl Alyman added, "The referendum can’t pass by just a few votes, in order for the increase to go through it has to be approved by a substantial number of students."

The increase will benefit the student center, the clubs, and the DSSG, according to Alyman. "It’s going to be good policy," he said. "It’s going to help the student center, the clubs, and the DSSG.

**Student Cancellations Cost Advisor $500**

By CAITLIN MOLLISON

Katherine Crum, adjunct professor of art, lost approximately $500 of her own money last semester when some 30 of 38 students cancelled out on a biannual out-of-town art trip. The trip was planned for May 16, 1987 and roughly the same time students interested in reforming a long defunct Art Society had begun to organize this club. Crum is the faculty advisor to this society.

According to Judy Harvey, one of the organizers of the society last semester and its unofficial president at the time, "(Professor) Crum would get students together every semester and organize a bus trip to some museum outside of the City. This past semester she ordered a bus, then a lot of people cancelled and she ended up paying for it personally." Harvey said Crum was "devastated" as there has usually been an "overflow" of participants on these field trips.

Harvey said that she completed all the necessary paperwork in order for the Art Society to become a student club, but the Day Session Student Government did not contact her and as she was involved with personal problems she "did not pursue it."

According to Pamela Mitchell, of the Baruch Accounting Department, the DSSG is not required to

**NEWSPAPER FEATURES TROUBLED STUDENT**

According to records at Baruch’s Student Center Accounting office, the Day Session Student Government spent itself with less than $4000 in its allocated reserves at the start of the Fall 1987 semester. The reserves, represent unspent money carried over from the previous semester. Until this year, the total had hovered around $20,000 for the 1985/86 and 1986/87 semesters. John Richards, president of the DSSG, explained that the approximately $15,000 difference was due to an increased demand by students for more services. He stated, "Over the course of the past three years, there has been a steadily growing demand for extracurricular activities and we are trying to meet it. That demand reflects itself in a lower carryover from the previous year’s unspent monies."

"The Day Session Student Government last year," Pamela Mitchell, of the Accounting Department, said, "had many new expenditures. There were stipends, (costing around $6000,) more parties, a boat ride for the senior party and two large events, the Manley and Robinson lectures." Increased club membership also played a role in greater DSSG spending. Mitchell (Continued on Page A8, Col. 4)


**LETTERS**

**A Questionable Strategy**

In a few weeks, students may again have a chance to vote on an activity fee increase. If the Students’ Association’s activity fee increase petition to make this issue a referendum, students will be asked to add on the polls once again. There may be a different majority between this year and last semester, but the difference price tag, this year: perhaps five dollars.

Laird Main

---

**The STRength of A STRike**

When do socialist and a Robert Kennedy speech have in common? Not much on the face of it, but make one thing this could be used to make the statement, “American politics is a joke.” The origins of the ASPCA go back to 1866 and its precursor, the Brooklyn Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. It was designed to fight against animal abuse. The ASPCA is now a leading national organization that works to protect animals from neglect, cruelty, and abuse. In the 1860s, in San Francisco, a county already filled with riches and wealth, was noted for the number of saloons and gambling dens. In this climate, the ASPCA’s work became even more crucial to prevent public consciousness, it was founded in the face of the public’s indifference. The organization was 1874. The ASPCA’s name was changed to the San Francisco Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. The organization was then renamed the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. The society became known as the ASPCA.

The society’s mission has always been to protect animals from neglect, cruelty, and abuse. The ASPCA was founded in 1866 and has since grown into one of the largest animal protection organizations in the world. The ASPCA has always been committed to fighting for animal welfare and to creating a world where all animals are treated with respect and compassion.

---

**FEE INCREASE ADVOCATE**

A month into the 1987-1988 academic year, the proposal for an activity fee increase takes on a new and heightened urgency. First of all, the total amount of activity fees is $25 million. This is $17.3 million more than the 1986-1987 year. This reduction is due to a steady decline in the number of students participating in student activities. The impact of this decline has been even more significant for the 1987-1988 year.

The proposal for an activity fee increase is supported by a group of students who believe that the current level of student activities is inadequate. The proposal is to increase the activity fee from $36.35 to $41.25. The increase is needed to fund the activities that students support, and to ensure that the activities are of the highest quality.

The proposal is expected to be discussed at a meeting of the Student Senate. If the proposal is accepted, it will be put to a vote of the student body in the near future.

David Williams

---

**The PROFIT of PETITIONING**

Cheryl Belson and a group of students believed that the chancellor of the City University of New York would not be a person with much support in the city educational system. The chancellor should also possess accurate teaching skills and have an academic background that matches the needs of the department he or she is responsible for. A large number of students concerned with the chancellor’s position and decided to organize a petition in order to bring about a change in this situation.

But the Office of Planning and Facilities denied the request to petition within the College’s guidelines. The Office of Planning and Facilities is responsible for ensuring that all petitions are handled in a fair and impartial manner.

Jonathan Kleinberg

---

**ATTENTION ADVERTISERS**

**Deadline for ads in Issue 4.0 is October 7. The publication date is October 13.**

---

**CORRECTION**

In the September 29, 1987, issue of The Ticker, the following error occurred: “Sharks—that is, the human kind. Great white sharks, or ‘basking sharks,’ are also the Beiki North. They are also known as ‘Beiki North’ because they are not the same species as the Beiki South. They are much larger and have a different appearance.”

The corrected version is: “Sharks—that is, the human kind. Great white sharks, or ‘basking sharks,’ are also the Beiki North. They are also known as ‘Beiki North’ because they are not the same species as the Beiki South. They are much larger and have a different appearance.”

---

**THE TICKER’s SCOPE and OPPORTUNITIES**

The Tickerm’s scope and opportunities are extensive. The TICKER is a bi-weekly publication that covers a wide range of topics, including local news, sports, entertainment, and politics. The TICKER is available in print and online, and is distributed to a large audience in the community.

---
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The Robert Bork Controversy

By LISA BUFF

"Robert Bork's America is a book in which every word is worth believing." — Tampa Bay Times

"Robert Bork is one of the most controversial figures in modern American politics." — Christian Science Monitor

"He voted to dismiss suits..." — The New York Times

"I can't publish your article..." — The Washington Post

"...the constitutional context and issue of whether the Supreme Court is really concerned about the First Amendment..." — The Wall Street Journal

"Bork's controversial nomination..." — The Los Angeles Times

"...along with the other members of the Supreme Court..." — The Chicago Tribune

"...my reaction to the notion of..." — The Washington Post

"...he's..." — The New York Times

"...and..." — The Wall Street Journal

"...on the other hand..." — The Los Angeles Times

"...it was before the Constitution..." — The Chicago Tribune

"...the First Amendment..." — The Wall Street Journal

"...he has been criticized for..." — The Los Angeles Times

"...for..." — The Washington Post

"...he has never permitted..." — The New York Times

"...he has been accused of..." — The Chicago Tribune

"...he has been criticized for his..." — The Wall Street Journal

"...he has been accused of having..." — The Los Angeles Times

"...he has been accused of being..." — The Washington Post

"...he has been criticized for having..." — The New York Times

"...he has been accused of his..." — The Chicago Tribune

"...he has been criticized for his..." — The Wall Street Journal

"...he has been accused of having..." — The Los Angeles Times

"...he has been criticized for his..." — The Washington Post
NEWS

CAMPUS CAPERS

ALL WORK NO PLAY

Extremes not easy on college campus. More than half of the adults surveyed by a Mabola Center poll say they do not have a week off in the fall. Presidents and faculty are concerned, but say the rules by going through with plans. College grad sure feel promising; they're in a rush to apply for opportunities with little or less. Some say their interests are more on the spot than adults with lower education.

THE DEAD RULE

Marilyn Monroe is still an icon and a major feature to college students, says a University of Wisconsin-Madison psychologist. Other, temporary favorites include Madame, Maudette, Marlene, and Nana.

YO MAMA!

Gracious game, "Professorial nastiness, or other interesting science things of places and other book recommendations will not be included in the weekly column. The Dean's Council, which is the advisory body for the Ticker, is considering the possibility of including a new section on new college policies. The Ticker is a great place for students who are ready to try new things, but are not sure if they are ready to try new things. The Ticker is a great place for students who are ready to try new things, but are not sure if they are ready to try new things.

WHAT ABOUT EASIER TEACHERS?

Great events and activities during the summer. This is what they found at the U. of Alaska — an alternative, non-profit, non-credit bearing course program. The Ticker was attended by 35 officials, teachers, and students put forward their opinions to account for a classier, more stimulating pace. Increased pressure from these documents on the Ticker's freedom of the press was a major business major. "I think it all depends on what course you take."

THANK GOD!

Holy first amendment! A Texas Attorney General's opinion concerning a UT System tradition, Bible classes may have been misunderstood. The education major, who is serving on the committee's behalf, said it was not so much a question of whether the classes were selected by religious organizations as to whether or not they were part of the course. The Ticker is more than a class, it's a question. However, was not to extend the classes beyond the usual timeframe. forcefully students were willing to take them to go off campus — and sacrifice students. This practice is not only a sacrifice of the students' welfare, but also, as some say, to the Ticker's moral character, and its attendant oddities on an old couple's isolation and its attendant oddities on an old couple's isolation.

BLOOM COUNTY

By Berke Zuech

HERE'S LOOKING AT YOU, KID

You can't hide lying eyes. The U. of Texas is considering a new policy to deal with the increasing number of cheating incidents. The policy, which is under review by the faculty, would allow for the use of a "cheating prevention program," which is cheaper than a strict legal action, and is designed to deter students from cheating. The program would include a list of被称为 students who have been caught cheating, and a list of their courses and grades. The program would also include a list of students who have been caught cheating, and a list of their courses and grades.

I THOUGHT WOOD FLOATS

Yes, he has. Wood is used in U.S. Swimming. Students must also write a description of the swimming pool, according to the University of Texas Aquatic Center. The pool is 622 off the Florida Keys main Shiver me timbers!

LENNY TAKES

ITALIAN HERITAGE PLAYS

"The Gift" and "The Return" two plays by Dr. Marta Frast and Dr. Brigitte Gabor are featured in "Cinematography," a film made in Italy. The Theatre will present the show on Friday, October 1st, and Saturday, October 2nd. The event will be shown on the University of Texas Aquatic Center. The pool is 622 off the Florida Keys main Shiver me timbers!

LESS FILLING

What's really important is a football game! Answers are becoming closer at the U. of Tennessee, where officials have received more than 10,000 calls and received a $600 gift in New England. The new state's new student-athlete policy was revved up by a coach's request. "We'll still have good food and a comfortable feel," one said. "It's a way for us to keep control of the program and have fun."

MARCH ON WASHINGTON

A national march on Washington for LGB and Gay rights will take place on October 1st. The march's theme will be "PROGRESSIVE " and "INCLUSIVE."

PRE-RECRUITMENT INFORMATION

A pre-recruitment information session presented by the Office of Career Services (OPAS) and the Pre-Recruitment Information (PRIP) office will be held in the auditorium at 6:30 p.m. Students are encouraged to attend.

ACCOUNTING SYMPOSIUM

A symposium on issues of Corporate Financial Accounting will be held. The symposium will feature speakers from New Jersey will take place on Oct. 1. Students can attend the event from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Students can attend the event from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Good News.

Whether you're into business, science or engineering, TI has all the right calculators and all the right functions for you.

Every year, thousands of hopeless students wash their course load, become an overload. And even year, the smart ones among them pick up a TI calculator and take a load off.

TI offers everything from advanced scientific calculators that clock your performance, to programmable calculators that speak your language, to a solar powered financial calculator that highlights this event answers even in low light conditions.

The TI-66 Advanced Scientific Calculator is the door to the digital age. This calculator features 500 built-in functions, including trigonometric functions, logarithmic functions, and 10/2 memory operation. It's perfect for high school and college students. It's also available in kit form, which includes a TI-66 Advanced Scientific Calculator and a TI-66 Advanced Scientific Calculator with a TI-66 Advanced Scientific Calculator.

The TI-66 Advanced Scientific Calculator offers a full range of mathematical functions, including trigonometric functions, and 10/2 memory operation. It's perfect for high school and college students. It's also available in kit form, which includes a TI-66 Advanced Scientific Calculator and a TI-66 Advanced Scientific Calculator.

The TI-66 Advanced Scientific Calculator offers a full range of mathematical functions, including trigonometric functions, and 10/2 memory operation. It's perfect for high school and college students. It's also available in kit form, which includes a TI-66 Advanced Scientific Calculator and a TI-66 Advanced Scientific Calculator.

The TI-66 Advanced Scientific Calculator offers a full range of mathematical functions, including trigonometric functions, and 10/2 memory operation. It's perfect for high school and college students. It's also available in kit form, which includes a TI-66 Advanced Scientific Calculator and a TI-66 Advanced Scientific Calculator.

So pick up a TI calculator today, ill save you a lot of grief and it might just save your life.
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FEE INCREASE

(Motorists must now pay $4,000 per year for Hanover, told in addition, there will be aimed at all students for tuition.

Richards said that he had been "the tables on their behalf."

"The way you live is a review of what you're the table. That establishes the college, the way you live is

You keep a natural aversion to paying 'taxes."

"What the tax reform has done.

Additionally, Murphy added. "The student body has increased by one-third."

Without a doubt, is it not much to be counted as taxable.

"What you do is to throw money at it. At one point we were a house of inactivity. The best way to make things happen is to

Aylman added. "The student body has increased by one-third."

Also, she said, "we've got a bigger area for our life."

We have a bigger area for our

area bigger. We said, "we've got

room. The reading room was about

The Baruch Bookstore, located in the basement of 30 Park Ave. South, was expanded by nearly 500 square feet, according to George Harper, the bookstore manager. According to Susan Roberts, the assistant manager of the Bookstore, "we got the reading room was about

The plans for the expense were

Chernick said that the expanded space was used to make the existing seating area bigger, "we've got more room for books and supplies."

"The students who are working in the bookstore are more productive and more

Chernick said our core people were hired in the regular Bookstore staff. Extra people are hired to

"If we need money for the student center, the way you live is to make sure that extra-curricular activities, which
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The atmosphere was alive with excitement and energy from a Cubaita in student and professor were present. The event was a part of the Student Activities Fee Increase, which is to view the creative activities of Spanish-speaking artists on the Febr 22. The event was also to raise funds for the arts center. The show, which began in 1984, is one of the first to have been broadcast live on campus. The show is named "Arte Cubaita" and is produced by the Spanish-teaching community. The show is broadcast on the 2nd floor of the Baruch College Center, which is located at 111 East 23rd Street.

The "Arte Cubaita" show is a part of the Student Activities Fee Increase, which is to view the creative activities of Spanish-speaking artists on the Febr 22. The event was also to raise funds for the arts center. The show, which began in 1984, is one of the first to have been broadcast live on campus. The show is named "Arte Cubaita" and is produced by the Spanish-teaching community. The show is broadcast on the 2nd floor of the Baruch College Center, which is located at 111 East 23rd Street.
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**FEATURES**

**By USHA DHAL**

The following vignette tells of the mother's experience and impressions of Greece, where she resided for 17 years. She talks about the people, the cultures, and the customs of the place she called her home.

In Greece, people are known for their hospitality and warmth. One of the most distinguishing features of Greek culture is the "siesta," which is a form of relaxation and rest. It is a daily routine that is practiced by people of all ages. The siesta is a way of life for the Greeks, and it is a part of their daily routine.

The mother describes her experiences in Greece, including her time spent with the people and their culture. She shares stories about the food, the music, and the festivities that are a part of Greek life. She also talks about the differences between Greek culture and her own cultural background.

In conclusion, the mother's vignette provides a glimpse into the Greek culture and its way of life. It highlights the importance of family, tradition, and hospitality in Greek society. The vignette also serves as a reminder of the beauty and richness of cultural diversity.

---

**BARUCH'S INTERNATIONAL GROWTH**

**By JACQUELINE MULHERN**

Baruch welcomes foreign students. Each year, Baruch College, along with the other CUNY colleges, helps foreign students who have been educated abroad to adapt comfortably to the unique business environment. The foreign students are given the opportunity to learn the latest business knowledge through workshops and seminars.

Baruch offers foreign students a full range of services to help them adjust to life in New York. Services include assistance in finding housing, obtaining visas, and learning about the local culture. The university also provides free orientation sessions for foreign students.

The university hopes to sponsor many more foreign students in the years to come. The international office is always on the lookout for new ideas and ways to improve the foreign students' experience. The university values the diversity and contributions that foreign students bring to the community.

---

**NIGHT STUDENTS LEARN & EARN**

Our client a multi-billion dollar communications company has several openings in their accounting center. These are great jobs which can lead to permanent position & benefits include tuition refund. Call at 489-1333.
Silent Sell: "Last chance to grab a customer." Located at Pratt Institute’s Manhattan Gallery, "Silent Sell: Package Design Today" was designed to convey to the audience the importance and necessity of package design. The exhibit's main goal was to show how packaging can communicate and how new materials are being used. It was a part of Pratt Institute’s show on package design and its importance to marketing and selling products.

Risky Business, Good Business.

The TI Business Analysis-Solar has all the right functions to help you get down to business. Is your present calculator good enough to make it in business? Probably not. That's why we made the TI BA-Solar. The BA-Solar provides you with programmed functions on the TI-45 calculator plus storage registers, local time, and even a slide rule. And not only does the BA-Solar give you higher-finance power, it has a higher capability. The TI BA-Solar is the only financial calculator with larger solar capabilities. Thanks to TI's "Aluminum Can" solar technology, you use the BA-Solar in any light conditions. Store your own BA-Solar at your desk today. After all, the last thing you want to do in business is take any unnecessary risks.
FOUL PLAY

Scuffed balls / Corked bats

By MARK CALLAGAN

![Image of a baseball bat and ball](image)

The game is 2-1 in the bottom inning. Joe Average batter, hitting .248, finds a hole near the pitcher's mound and ventures for a home run. Joe Average usually has a good glove but fails in this game. He is out for a strike and then a strikeout.

When Joe Average is at bat, the pitcher's mound is scuffed up and there are signs of wear on the ball. Many of the players are thinking about their next move and trying to anticipate the batter's next move.

Joe Average is not the only one who is having a tough time. The defense is struggling to make the plays and the offense is not hitting well.

Nate's fielder is Lebron. The game would take an hour or more to get to the next inning.

"We used to practice in Central Park," says Tony Henry. "But we still had to start the game, the baseball players could play if they didn't have a home. They're too much pressure for the baseball players to play."

Despite all the complaints everyone had said that they were in the beginning stages.

Scuffling of the ball started with Mike from St. Louis. The baseball players bought it by mistake of Mike's well-plotted system.

"I've caught many players, not on the field but also on the sideline." He explained his system: "I've developed a system that could be used in professional or college games."

"I've been able to pick out the best players and have them in the right positions."

"I've seen a lot of good players but I've never seen anyone do what I've done."

The support from the house and the community has been overwhelming. Mike expects to have a good year and continue his work on the sidelines.

Smethy's next album, Hold Your Fire, will be released this fall. The album includes hits such as "I Want To Live" and "Jerusalem.

The Tick's new album, Hold Your Fire, has been confirmed.

Springsteen Stops Release

Bruce Springsteen has held the release of his new album, Born In The U.S.A. due to the controversy surrounding it.

The album was recorded with The Walrus in Jeff Green's Studio in New Jersey. The song "London Town" has been a hit, but it has received mixed reviews.

Reggae Relatives

How can Springsteen and Tosh be related? The answer lies in the history of reggae music. The band's name is strange but meaningful.

La Rock Made Reggae

Scott La Rock was one of the top reggae artists to come out of a rap era of sorts. His music was full of energy and his fans loved him.

His latest album, Born In The U.S.A., has gone gold in France. La Rock was the first major artist to become popular in Europe and Africa.

His latest album, La Rock Made Reggae, is a testament to his musical talent and dedication. The album includes hits such as "Breaking The Rules" and "I Don't Want To Live Anymore."
Baruch Is Not Just a Business School

COACH
Tony Henry

1987 RECORD
(So Far)
3 WINS 1 LOSS

Introducing Our Soccer Team: “The World’s Favorite Sport”
The Horror of Love
BY ERIC RUN
The Lament Configuration, a cursed box, has the power to summon the Cenobites, spirits of sexuality and pleasure, from the Outer Darklands. When Frank Cotton (Adrain Brimmer) opens the mysterious box, the Cenobites arrive,Longing to devour his soul.
A while after this happens, Larry Cotton (Adrian Brimmer), Frank's brother, finds the house that Frank had lived in before a young couple, Julia and Larry, who had an affair with Frank before she married Larry, discover him in an abandoned house. The group explores the house, but Frank... Julia has seen in the house, who is now dead, for her son's birthday party. Frank Cotton (Sean Chapman) opens the box, has the power to summon the Cenobites to his sides. His modey, pleasure. He's a complete shut-in. We go out into the audience and mingle. Frank. Eventually. is able to summon the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. His Hispanic lover, Nikki Sixx exposed herself, standing in front of his body. His Hispanic lover. His Hispanic lover. His Hispanic lover. She is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade B movie. He is with the Cenobites. But looks like a grade I-'

RECEPTION FOR THE INCOMING FRESHMEN
The Baruch Faculty and the entire class of '91 are cordially invited
Thursday, October 8th
12:30 PM - 2:30 PM
The Oak & Marble Lounge of the Student Center
137 E. 22nd Street
Sponsored by

The Omen
"Omen" (1976) is a film directed by richard donner and written by william goldman. the film was released in 1976 and stars lee meriwether as julie weston and max von sydow as dr. mendel, a psychiatrist who is consulted by julie's mother, margaret, about the possibility of julie being possessed by the devil. the film explores the themes of sin, temptation, and the struggle between good and evil.

Revolon Rockers
Can't We Stop? Say You. Say Me? - 1987. Victor is a 1987 album by revlon rockers, a rock band from new york city. the album includes hit songs such as "can't we stop?" and "say you, say me?" it is well-received by critics and fans alike, and is considered to be a classic of the new york punk rock scene.

Americanized
Hustler On The Beach (Epic Records)

D.S.S.G. HAS BROUGHT BACK FREE LEGAL SERVICES!
FOR DAY & EVENING STUDENTS IF YOU HAVE ANY OF THESE PROBLEMS:
- housing
- consumer
- employment
- discrimination
- financial aid
- criminal and civil
- grade appeals

CONSULT THE ATTORNEY HE'S HERE FOR YOU!

Appointments Must Be Made 24 Hours In Advance.
Attorney's Hours: alternating Tuesdays & Wednesdays from 3:30 to 8:30 p.m. initial appointment dates are tues. sept 29/wed. oct 7/tues. oct 13
Co-sponsored by the SSA

--Gary Barnes--
**Pure Feeling**

Shelly Gross - Reference

If you are looking for a record to dance and party to, this is it. If you want a thoughtful, poetic record to dream to, this is not it. 

If you are looking for a record to become some sort of modern classical with possibly New Age undertones. The lyrics that come across might make sense if you have the time to slow down and figure them out, and are not overly prurient (although profanity is used). 

The song "Cavendish" stands out.

The recording itself. like the music during the night, comes across like the artist's problem of trying to be straight and straight down to the common man. 

As you get a few minutes between being bored with bad news, oh back, those on The Classic Dogs enjoy.

--- Author/Reviewer

**Hot Dogs**

The Chilly Dogs - Funeral Party (Five Real Records)

The Chilly Dogs have been around for a while. They are like The Cheap and CREGB. Recently, they cut their first record, Funeral Party, which is, despite its title, a fun record.

Funeral Party has it all. Songs like "Death Attack (they'll be back in pleasant company)" are well-advised. On the other hand, songs like "Suitcase" and "Little Things," are great for just experience.

Side two is a tapestry of tracks and beauty and music of songs that were not put out on this record.

--- Author/Reviewer

**Write for Arts**

There are no such challenges in the field of fiction, but any writer who would like to try his or her hand at writing, should be aware of the challenges in the field of fiction.

--- Author/Reviewer

**AIDS EDUCATION FORUM**

**Thursday, October 15**

1 - 2:30 p.m.

Auditorium, 17 Lexington Avenue

Experts will present the most current AIDS information.

MORE DETAILS IN OCTOBER 13 ISSUE

--- Author/Reviewer
Donors Wanted

Semen will be used for artificial insemination for couples who cannot have children due to male infertility.

All donor types are needed.

Accepted donors are paid

For Information Call
Idant Laboratories
At 935-1430

WOMEN'S HEALTH CENTER
WE OFFER SAFE QUALITY GYNECOLOGY & ABORTION SERVICES. OUR CENTER, A MODERN N.Y. STATE LICENSED FACILITY, OFFERS EXPERT CARE BY PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL.

PREGNANCY TESTS ARE FREE
(212) 758-6110
MON-SAT, AND EVENING APPOINTMENTS

CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE AND SEXUAL HEALTH, INC.
10 EAST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010

BLUE CROSS AND ALL HEALTH INSURANCE COVERS ABDROMON MEDICAID - VISA - MASTER CHARGE
ALL SERVICES

Death By Destruction
Nuclear Assault — The Plague (Corey)

The Plague is a six-track EP that demonstrates the versatility of Nuclear Assault, a hard rock band that has gained a strong following among a younger, more metal-oriented audience. It consists of four new songs and two remixes of their earlier work. "Game Over" is one of the new songs on this EP, a reworking of the band's original track from their first album, "Fight BACK!." The lyrics focus on war and the hardships it brings, with particular emphasis on the nuclear threat.

In addition to being fans of Nuclear Assault, the members of The Plague are also good friends. The shows have turned into a family reunion, and the fans are encouraged to come early and stay late.

The Plague is a new band formed by members of Nuclear Assault. Their goal is to create music that is different from the band's previous work, and they believe they have achieved this with their new EP.

Facts and Figures
On Smoking
1976-1986

DOMESTIC CIGARETTE
ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES

In Thousands of Dollars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'76</td>
<td>'635,117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'77</td>
<td>'579,663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'78</td>
<td>'897,978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'79</td>
<td>'1,085,686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'80</td>
<td>'1,844,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'81</td>
<td>'6,547,658</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Join The Ticker

Writers needed in all areas

In their latest release, "Silencers," the band shows growth and maturity. "I Can't Cry" is a standout track that highlights their musical talent and emotional range. "New Order" is a powerful statement on the state of the world today.

In "Nightmares," the band explores the darker side of human nature, while "The Plague" is a call to action against the dominant force in their new single, "Life After Death."
"HOW I MADE $18,000 FOR COLLEGE BY WORKING WEEKENDS."

As soon as I finished Advanced Training, the Guard gave me a cash bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for tuition and books.

Not to mention my monthly Army Guard paychecks. They'll add up to more than $11,000 over the six years I'm in the Guard.

And if I take out a college loan, the Guard will help me pay it back—up to $1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000—or more—for college for just a little of my time. And that's a heck of a better deal than any car wash will give you.

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO. SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE 800-638-7600, OR MAIL THIS COUPON.

★ 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense. All rights reserved.

When my friends and I graduated from high school, we all took part-time jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and hamburger joints, putting in long hours for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one weekend a month and two weeks a year. Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army National Guard.

They’re the people who help our state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They’re also an important part of our country's military defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such an important job, they're helping me make it through school.

Army National Guard
Americans At Their Best.